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FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS OF CRITICAL HEAT FLUX

IN SATURATED POOL BOILING DURING POWER TRANSIENTS’

by

Kemal O. Pasamehmetoglu and Ralph A. Nelson

Safety Code Development

Nuclear Technology and Engineering, Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

In this paper, we further evaluate our previously postulated tran

sient CHF model, First, we verify the steady-state CHF model on which

the transient model is based by using recent macrolayer thickness data

We also include the effect of thermal storage in the heater that we pre

vicmsly neglected The use of a simplified approach in the prediction

of the instantaneous surface heat flux for given power generation rates

considerably improves the predictive capability of the transient c:ltlcal

heat-flux (CHF) model, Finally, we discuss the s!attstical vapor mass

behavior during transient boillng and its effect on the transient CHF

model We show that the datii scatter within a small range may be

par:lally e~plalned through such an approach

1. INTRODUCTION

Bolting heat tr?nsler with tlmedependent heat input, as well as the predlctmn of the

critical heat flux (CHF) under such conditions. IS of interest In several appllcattons reldt~v~

to the safety of nuclear and chemical plants one application in Ilght water nu( l~ar rv,]( tor

technology Invoives the rewtivlty Irrltlated ar.( Ident (RI A), in which a suddtm in( rease In power

generatmn Illily ocr ur Thwcfore ac{ (Irate modellng of transient CHF IS requlled to evaluJt(I

RIA sc,enarms

In the pa<f thw~~ have been s~ver,~l expt-vlr?lwlt,ll studie~ aimed at provldinu ;) f{lr~d,lrllfrlt,ll

(Jrl[{(’rst,ltl(llrlg of III(I trdrlslent CH~ p~wrmrl! $rlflrl Irl •,ltl)r~ted pOOl bollir]g ) “ T,I( 1111),111 I /t

,d , 1 Sakur,ll c1 ,// ‘ and Kaw,]r]~ur,] CII ,4/ ‘“ r}lt’tlsurcd tht’ trtlr~swnt CHF ustnp. fl,)t ,II)II(JI1

hcdtws of smdll !tIN\ pi,]( vd vertl( ,Illy Irl J p(ml of w,lter at atrnospherl( pressurt) St}k~lrtll



and Shiotsu’l “ used a horizontal platinum wire with a 1 2 rnnl diameter They measured the

transient CHF In saturated pool bolllng at pressures ranging tron} atmospheric (O 1 Ml]a) to

20 MPa The power to the heater was increased ex~)orlerltlt]lly with a period ranglr]g iron]

5 ms to 10 s

The first comprehensive theoretical modellng of the CHF during power transient> IS ~)r[

serrted by Serlzaw~ ‘ Unfortunately, the model c.~ntradlcts the physical evidence presented I)Y

other Investigators First, Serlzawa’s steady state boillng model’ IS based upon a contlnuo~ls

Ilquld supply to the macrolayer, This assumption contradicts the saturated pool bolllng modt’1

of Haramura and Katto.7 which will be s,~mmarlzed In the followlng section Secondly, ttw

final quantification of Serlzawa”s model requires one of Its Important parameters, the macro

layer thickness, to be correlated ernpi:lcally This was done by directly comparing the model

with transient CHF data. Therefore. a good agreement between the data and the model IS

not surprising However, this err,plrlcally correlated magnitude of the macrolayer thickness

is more than an order of magnitude smaller than that proposed by Haramura and Katto 7 It

is almost two orders of rnagr,ltude smaller than that measured by Bhat et a/ h and Ilda and

Kobayasi, ~’

Recently, we proposed a new theoretical model 1‘’ to correlate the transient CHF iil satu

rated pool boiling The phy~Ics of this new model is in agreement with the steady state CHF

model of Haramura and Katto 7 Furthermore, In addition to an evaporation mechanism, the

new model also considers a hydrodynamic-thinning mechanism of the Inacrolayer for faster

transients. The details of this model may be found in Refs 10 and 11 and are not repea!ed

here. The final transient CHF correlation was obtained in the followlrrg form for exponentially

increasing surface heat flux

where

and /{,.. IS the switch over pdramcter defined as the ;atlo of thv switch ov~r heat flux to

steady stat~ CHF The switch over heat flux IS the heat flux at WI: I II tlw m Icrolayer lhtnrllnp,

rr!ef htImSIII changes from hydrodyrlt]n~i( to thermal Th(’ swltf h ever par~met~r 1” for ,~r]

eXp Onenl I{Il In( redw In ttw hcdl flux Ilwonws



.

of the different p~r Jnleters and assumptions afle[tlng the tlnal r~sult, The major areas that

reqljlre further distuss:orl are ~s follows

1

2

3,

4.

The most recent n~,](rolayef thickness di]l,] of Rh,]t (II ~1 - may be used for a n)olt

dllm t v(~r~flcat~on of thv ste~dy stJte CHF nlodvl of Haramura and Katto,;

In our previous paper, in (omparing the theory ,~1)~1the data. we assumed th~t ttlt,

surface heat flux may be related to the heat gcl]cratlon rate through a simple volunw

to surftlte are,] ratio. Thus, we used the expcmcntlal period of the heat generation

rate, ; Instead of the exponential period of th~ surface heat flux. r “, This approach

obviously introduces some error durln,g fast tranjlents where thermal storage within

the heater may become significant, The effect of this error on the data comparison

must be quantified,

During transient boiling, it is impossible to account for the history of individual vapor

masses. Thus, a statistical analysis of the final prediction must also be provided

even though the range is expected to be relatively small,

In Eqs. (1) and (2), the vapor mass hovering period, r,l, is calculated through the

solution of the idealized bubble equation cf motion as suggested by Haramura and

Katto7 and summarized in App A. Such a purely analytical idealized approach is

likely to introduce some error.

Items 1 through 3 are discussed in Sees, II through IV. respectively, The discussion of

item 4 is not included [n this paper because we do not have any new experimental or analytical

evidence to re-evaluate the validity of the theoretically predicted magnitude of 7,1, Earner, we

showed that, if all the other parameters arm assumed to be accurate, the error in evaluating

7,1 is confined within 25°/0 (see Ref. 10. Fig, 8). F)nally. the summary and conclusions are

presented in Se( V

Il.

high

bulk

VERIFICATION OF THE STEADY-STATE MODEL

The multistep saturated pool bmling model of HararrlurJ and Kdtto; a:, sunws thi]t, ;II

heat fluxes near CH F, t!le hcate~ surface is crowded with hovering vapor masses, Thv

liquid reaches the heater surfat,e only when tlw vapor mass departs Consequently. CHF

occurs if th~ he~t flux IS high enough to evaporate the totdl mw rol~ym III der the vapor mass

during its hovering (growth) ,~eriocf Mathe~nati{.ally, this nmdcl ymlds ttw follnwmg exprrsslon

for CHF,

Jdwttl ,5s lJfjlf.,~,, (’ .0 ~ (:;)

where ; I IS the hmrPr IIlg permcf of t.h~ vauor mass and IS gIvr Il III App A, The initl.11 mm rolilyw

t Ili( knm+, i . I\ IIt)\IIIIJtwf by Har,Imur,l ,tnd K,ltto; t, III 011, 1(1111111of ftw H[dIIIII( III/

insttlhlhtv w,IvdrI\~llI ,IIOIIE the vdpw slct]~s 1 IllJ%,

(It
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where .-1, .4,: is the ratio of the heater area covered by vapor to the tot~l heater area, In

this model, the parameter ..1 ..1,, WGS evaluated through an Indirect approach by !-faramul,l

and Katto They comporecf their nlodt’1 with III(’ well kl]owtl Zut)er CHF correl~tlont: (stw

App, B) In ord~r to compute !he pirrnnwter .1, .1, obviously. SUCI1 an approach in~altd~tes

the numertc. al ,]ssessment of the model against the CHF d, II,I.

Irrstead of this Illdlrect approach. we evaluated the pJrameter .1, .4,, by directly compar

ing the Helrnholtz instability model with the macrolayer thl[. kness data of Bhat et al.’ This

comparison. which i:. discussed further In an earner paper. 1‘ is not repeated here. It suggests

that the macrolayer-thickness data at atmospheric pressure is best predicted ii

.’1,
0.0161 ‘ (),() ’.!?()

A,,

When these bounding values are substituted into Eqs (3) and (4). the model of Haramura and

Katto predicts the following range for CHF over a horizontal surface at atmospheric pressure,

1,2.51 “-, flCHF Ss - ].50:{ (MW/m J) .

At atmospheric pressure. the Zuber correlaticm, described in App. B, yields 1.261 MW/m:’

using Lientrard’s ccmstant (C’(. = 0.149 ),1 a 1,354 MW/m: using Kutateladze”s constant

((:,. = 0.16),1” and 1.523 MW/mz using Rohsenow’s constant (f’( = 0,18),1’; The predic-

tion by the model of Haramura and Katto is well within the range of the previously correlated

CHF data at atmospheric pressure. Unfortunately, similar assessment is not possible at higher

pressures because macrolayer-thickness data at these pressures do not exist. Therefore, we

extrapolated the data of Bhat et al,, H by assuming that .4, “.4.. follows the form suggested

by Hararnura and Katto,7

(r,)

where the constant ( “,4 is cvi]luated at atmospheric pressure through the data of Bhat et al.. ?

which yields

7.17 , 1(1 : “ (“,,, ‘ !).(;2 . 10 2 .

Figure 1 shows the comparison between the model of Hnrarwura and Katto, wher~ Eq.

is substituted into Eq5,(3) and (4). a~ld the Zuber correlation with various constants,

shown in this figurr, even when the macrofayer -thickness data of Flhat P( a/. are extrapolated

to higlwr pressures, the agreement Imtween the multistep model and the previously assessed

t orreli~tioms IS quite fi]vor~bl~ 1 Iwrcforr. wr believe that this section brings a further vmifi

(,~lioll of iIIV sIC:tIdy stntc CHr rllf;[f{’1 of Httlnnluril ilnrf Katto whi(.h constitutes the krrm’1

(Ii 0111 II ,IIISICIII CHF Illodd
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Fig. 1.

Comparison of the Zuber correlation with the mode! of Haramura and Katto.

Ill. EFFECT OF THE HEATER’S THERMAL STORAGE ON THE TRANSIENT

:HF MODEL

In our previous study, 1 when we compared the tranwent CHF model given by Eq. (1)

with the data of Sakural and Shiotsu, q we assumed that the surface heat flux between /CH~ S5

and t(HF, TR may bc related to the exponential heat generation rate as follows:

((;)

where 1’ and ,S are the heater volume and surface area, respectively This assumption,

which we refer to as the qu(]sl-stearfy concfuc.rlcm model, yIelrfs an exponential increase III

the surface heat flu~ where the exponential period is the sirme as the exponential period of

the heat generation rate, With his assumption. the theory overpredicted the data at snlall

exponential periods, however, the discrepancy was confined wlthtn 25?4

In this section, we calculate the conductmrt effect within the heater on the prediction of

the transient CHF model. In order to calculate realist lci]lly the relatlo~ship between q and (.!.

wv must wthvr thcorvtl( ,)lly nlocfel the entire boIIInx curvv or \Jw I!II \lJri,l(fJ hv,lt flu% VW\IIS

tlnle datd of Sak[)rdl ,JII(I SIIIUISU to soive the transient condu( tloll cquatmrl wlthlrl the Iwtllcl.

from thf’ st,]rt of the transle:lt up to the Inceptmrl of the trt]nslent CHF, Tht’ former IS ,)

difficult task, whereas the latter is not available in th[’ open liter~ture Therefore, we decided

to develop an ilpprOXln}ilt T’ irpproach Using the fo!lowlng assunlptlons

r.)



1. First, we restricted our analysis to the transient CHF data where regult)r boih’ng
occurs. Regular boiling is defined by Sakurai and Shiotsu”l as transient bollln~ wherv

the transient nucleate boiling curve recovers the steady-state nucleate boillng curw

before steady-state CHF and remains along the extension of the steady-state nucleate

boiling curve until it reaches the transient CF!F. Regular and Irregular boiling curve>

are shown in Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows the boiling pattern map for the experiments of

Sakurai and Shiotsu. r’ In their experiment, Szkurai and Shiotsu observed that regular

boiling occurs with exponential periods greater than 5 ms at pressures greater than

0.588 MPa. Because the fastest transient CH F measurements correspond to an

exponential period of 5 ms. we restricted the analysis in this paper to the data at

pressures greater than 0.588 MPa. With tilis restriction. we are able to approximate

the surface heat flux/surface temperature relation between the times IcHF,ss and

ICHF, TR through the use of an appropriate steady-state nucleate boiling correlation,

such as the Rohsenow correlation. 1~’

2. We also assumed that, between IcHF,ss and ICHF, TR. the surface heat flux increases

exponentially such that

q(l) = qcHF,s5 exp (~: ) , (7)

where ~CHF, SS ‘5 q(t) s qCI+F, TR and T- :.. 7,

3, Finally, wr assumed that the temperature profile remains parabolic in shape between

ICHF,SS and fCHF,TR. Althougir we know that the real temperature profile is time-

dependent, this assumption allows us to see

the results. Thus.

T(t. r) 7,,(I) . y: ( 1

The instantaneous average temperature then

the effect of temperature profile upon

#

)1{2 “

can be calculated

7“,,(/)
q(t)(l

T,,,(I) , ~k,, .

(Id)

as

(!))

Between IC HI ,s~ and It H~,TR. the totaf heat generated per unit volume for an exponential

power transient IS given by

[111

(-l
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The total heat stored per UT it volume within the

Qstol(rl /JJ,f ’I (’~”,li t+~,TR

where ~~ CHF TR 71, ( HF S5 may be calculated using

heater is given by

7~,~HF s~l .

Eq. (9) as follows,

(12)

7; CHF.TR ~;, cHF ss ~w cHF, TR ~W,CHF,SS

[

. (9cHFL~R_j fJCHF,sS)~j.— .. .—.. .—

w},
(13)

J

Note that the first term within the first set of brackets on the right-hand sick (RHS) of Eq. (13)

corresponds to a lumped system. Near CHF, the calculated Biot number is on the order of

unity for a platinum heater with a 1.2-mm diameter. Therefore, the system is not lumped

and the second term on the RHS must not be neglected. Because o~r analysis is restricted

to regular boiling, the relationship between the heat flux and the surface terrrperature can be

found using a nucleate boiling correlation such JS the one given by Rohsenow 1(’ as

- ‘--G;---” “’~(;i;,)’’”’:’(ci;’)~(.’j(T”. -- 7-sdl)
(14)

where (.’R is 0.013 for platinum heaters in water and L,, is the Laplace coefficient given by

‘1’ [m%-;)]’” ~
Equation {14) can be written in the form,

7’,, 7\a, -= aq}’) ‘ q“”:;:’ ,

where

Thus, by substituting Eqs. (13) and (15) into Eq. (12). the heat stored per unit

be calculated as

Qstolcd

Finally, the total heat convected to the fluid per unit heater volume is given

‘t HI. TR

/

1
Qconvmtd ~, Yc HF SS exP

,.

::)dt
‘fWHF.sS ~.

[

liHF, TR
exp ( )

({ i

(15)

(;(i)

volume may

iii)

by

II . (Ih)
I



Substituting Eqs. (11), (17). and (18)

QIot(~I

and rearranging the terms, we obtain

into the energy balance where

4s10,,(1 “- Q( onwc Id

1) -

.,.

,,;;,;,i ‘“ 1) .

Equations (1) and (19) constitute a set of two equations with two unknowns (q and ~“ )

that must be solved simultaneously. For the experimental conditions of Sakurai and Shiotsu45

that yield regular boiling, the numerical solutions are shown in Figs. 4-6.

Figure 4 illustrates the relation between ~ and T - for ? platinum wire with a 1.2-mm diam-

eter placed in a pool of saturated water at various pressures. As expected. 7- is considerably

greater than 7 for small values CT i. whereas the difference decreases as ~ increases. In the

Iiinit. as ~ goes to infinity, Fig. 4 shows that 7‘; 7 goes to 1.17. However. beyond 7 = 1 s, the

quasi-steady conduction solution yields less than l% error. Thus, the solution for the relation-

ship of ~ and ~ - beycnd i s has no practical importance. Figures 5 and 6 show the comparison

of Eq. (1) with the data of Sakurai and Shiotsu5 at pressures of 2.056 and 1,079 MPa, respec-

tively. The solutions with quasi-steady conduction (T = r -). the lumped-system assumption.

and the parabolic profile assumption are shown in these figures. As shown, the current tran-

sient CHF theory is improved considerably when it is coupled with the conduction solution

using a parabolic profile, This approach. however, still contains ce~tain approximations that

will be discussed further in the last section of this paper.

IV. EFFECT OF THE RANDOM VAPOR MASS BEHAVIOR ON THE TRANSIENT

CHF MODEL

In our previous study, 1‘-’the magnitude of the transient CHF was treated as a deterministic

value. However, during transient boiling, the history of a given vapor mass may affect the final

prediction, and this effect suggests a statistical value for the transient CHF. Such statistical

effects are expected to be rather weak because of the strcng influence of the hydrodynamic-

thinning mechanism during fast transients. This mechanism is effective regardless of the

vapor mass behavior. During slower transients, the process becomes almost steady state.

Therefore. the statistical effects also are expected to be small. Nevertheless, we quantified

these effects for slow. fast, and very fast transients and evaluated the results through datd

comparison.

First, we consider the relatively slower transients, During such transients, the switch-over

from hydrodynamic to thermal thinning occurs before the surface heat flux reaches qCHF,ss.

Therefore, even before steady-state CHF. the marrolayer thinning is dominated by evaporation

during the vapor mass hovering period III 0111 IJIeVIOUS s[IIdy. 1 wv characterized tlles~i

transients based upon the magnitude of the switch over parameter as Il.. , 1. The first

term on the RHS of Eq. (1), which corresponds to slower transients, was obtained by assuming

that either

value does

switch-over occurs or a new vapor mass is formed at / ICHF s5. The calculated

not correspond to either th(’ mlnlmum or maximum possible value of transienl

q
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CHF Lmt is used as an approxin:ation between the maximum and minimum values, The

corresponding macrolayer thickness follows the curve FG in Fig, 7,

To calculate the minimum possible value of transient CHF, we assume that a vapor mass

is formed at point A in Fig, 7, where /1{ “ /,4 . icHF, s5. For the macrolaye: underneath this

vapor mass to dry out in an evaporation mode at time it., the energy deposition must be high

enough to evaporate all the liquid during the vapor mass hovering period. Thus. the following

inequality must be satisfied,

,,1, :

(L)q, qA “
/

‘“9A exp ($) df-

-—. —.

J2 ‘
(20)

The term q 1~5rd in Eq, (20) represents the vaDor mass hovering period when the surface heat

flux is equal to qCHF,TR, As we showed in an earlier study, 17 during transient boiling the

vapor mass hovering period is almost independent of history effects and may be calculated

as a function sf the departure heat flux using a steady heat flux model, Using Eq, (3) and

the fact that the critical liquid-layer thickness is inversely proportional to q2, the inequality in

Eq. {20) yields

11.4
I

> f~,d/c H:,ss “ - -1 -
1’

l~[w(’’’~)-) 1] J’ ‘
.

Because our analysis is concerned with slower tr:jnsients where f),. ~

safely approximate TI1 s by 1 Thus, when the terms are rearranged,

‘Imln
\IJ,W exp ( ‘~) t ‘

- l~[exp(:~) 1]1”

(21)

I and q ~. 1,5, we call

we obtain

(~~)

This result is valid only for slow transients where dryout under a given vapor mass occurs

because of evaporation alone during its hovering period. Therefore, q.4 must be greater than

or equal to the switch-over heat flux ql~, which is defined as ]~Nq~H[ ,s5, Thus, Eq. (21) yields

I 1.
1 “:1

I

II 1

1,

2 Cxp ( ‘; ) ‘1
Ttw solution of this inequality yields



●

Therefore, the vapor mass that can lead to the earnest dryout must be formed when

q ().~~:~YCHF,SS. Any vaPor mass fornled earlier will dePart b~fore dryolit. whereas the vapor
masses formed after will lead to dryout befort tt~elr departure

The maximum possible value of transient CHF, for the sanle slow transient, corresl~olld~

to the case where the vapor mass departs before the dryout (at point C), and fresh lIqu Id

replenishes the macrolayer, Thus, the macrolayer follows the path AC DE, The corresponding

maximum transient CHF may be obtained through the solution of the following integral,

where f. = f “ ‘C HF,TR, min. Rearranging the terms in Eq, (24) yields

(:!4 )

where ~)min is given by Eq. (22).

During faster transients (Bs > 0.93), the macrolayer thinning under the vapcr mass

leading to the earliest possible dryout is caused partially by hydrodynamic thinning, For

these transients, the macrolaver-thickness history in the vicinity of transient CHF is shown in

Fig. 8, A vapor mass initiated att~i the switch-over point will lead to dryout, whereas a vapor

mass initiated before the switch-over poic{ may depart before dryout (point C), As shown in

Fig. 8, the betlavior of the vapor mass before the switch-over point (I 111) does not affect

the liquid-layer thickness. The only time the macrolayer thickness is af~ected by the vapor

mass departure is when this departure occurs after the switch-over time Therefore, what

we previously postulated to be ICHF, TR actually applies if the vapor masses do not depart

between fft and ICHF, TR. Thljs, the transient CHF (or r)) calculated through this approa< h
.,

must be considered to be the mlnlmum possible magnlturfe and IS denoted as t/nllll, which is

given by the second term on the RHS of l-q (1) Thus, for first transients,

Ths maxlrnum possible value corresponds to the case where the vapor mass departs just

before dryout (/ /cH;,~R n,:n) Thus, the liquid-layer thickness follows the pa’h ABCDE

in Fig, 8. Through zn analysis similar to that for slow transients, we can stImv that the

maximum heat flux also is given by Eq. (25), where ?Inlt,l must be obtained from Eq. (26)

We also must remember that the above analysis is not applicable to very fast transients

If the transient is fast enough that the very first vapor mass that forms rematns on the

s~lff,~({~ IJtltil tlI(I tt,]rl<i(~nt CHF o((llrs, the transient Ct-f F Iw( onws a deter minis tl(. rirth(’r

tl},)ll ,1 plob,ll)lllsll( Valu(’ A(tut)lly, III tlwst’ (c)s(’~, II IS nlor[! ,)~)~)ro~)ti,]trto talk ,~l)ollt ,1

v,Ipor bl,]l]kct overlaying the nl(]crolt}yol r,lthor tl~~n vapot II~,Issv~ bc(,,luse without dvp,]rturv
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description of the macrolayer-thinning mechanism during fast

transients,

the Taylor wave pattern for

transients correspond to the

In Eq, (27), qM R represents

boiling curve as formulated by

the first transition may occur

individual vapor masses may not be distinguished, Such rapid

case where

( )q(. H~, TR , exp ~~‘ “T,/
(27)

qkf Ii T“

the heat flux corresponding to the first tran$ltion point on th(!

Moissis and Berenson, 1h Fven though, during transient boiling,

at. a heat flux lower th~n what is predicted by the correlation

of Moissis and Berenson because of the temperature overshoot at the early stages of the

transient, their correlation may be used as a first-orc!nt analysis, At pressures between 1 and

2 MPa, the ratio q~HF,SS ~qM R is approximately equa[ to 1,() At the same pressures and for

a horizontal wire with a 1,2-mm diameter, the hovering per~od when q qcH1,~5 (denoted as

T(l) is approximately 3(I ms, After substitution into Eq, (27), we obtairl

r“ ?]I’rl

log (10)/)
(!S)

:{()

The ~irnultiineous sol~ltloll” of E(~s, (1 ) iit]d (28) rotlgl]ly tw ol]lfncrlds 7- . I() nls

14



We can summarize this statistical analysis by the following expression,

and

~)rnax : ‘)nlln +

Figures 9 and 10 show the range covered by

(x))

(30)

Eqs. (29) and (30) compared with the high-

pressure data of Sakurai and Shiotsu.5 As shown in these figures, the current theory that

suggests small data scatter is in agreement with such scatter during slower transients, It

also is worth noting that, if evaporation is assumed to be the only thinni~g mechanism as

suggested by Serizawa, ( the scatter for fast transients will be much larger, This assumption

is contradicted by the experimental data,

V, SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we evaluated some assumptions that we postulated for an earlier transient

C!i F model. ‘(’ This transient model is based upon the steady-state CHF model of Hara-

mura and Katto, y As a first step, we evaluated the model by incorporating the steady-state

macrolayer-t hickness data that recently have appeared in the literature, The results show

excellent agreement with the commonly used CHF correlations,

To study our transient CHF model, we coupled it with the thermal conduction solution

within the heater, Thermal storage within the heater was neglectea In our previous study,

The resulting improvement is shown in Figs, 5 and 6, The remaining dlscreparrcy possibly is

due to the following approximations requi{ed by the analysis,

1, The analysis was applied only to transients at high pressure where reguhr boi/ing

occurs, Thus, between f~H~ ,ss and I( t~~,TR, the heat flus/surface temperature

relationship is obtalncd from Roh:,enow’s nucleate boiling correlation that nirt~lri~lly

has some errors irssoclated with II,

2 Betwt’f’fl I(HI SS a~d I( HI i~, wv a~)sunwd t!li~t ,+11i:x,poncntlal increase in powrr

gcneratmn rat~’ yIcli!s atl (~)(pot~pt}!ii)l III( re,~se III the surf~ce heat flux with a difl~rent

exponential pcrlod EVCI1 though JII[’ h~?iit flux is Incrctlsing monotonic, ally with tInw

the accuracy of a;}proxlrlltttlrlg surh illl Incrrtlw by an exponential is quest ionahic,

espc( Ially for f(lsl{’f 11.111~11IIl\ VJIIf It$ 111(’ 1( ’\l)oll\f” of tll(’ Il)dlvldlldl 1)111)1)1(’ to ,Illy

(.tldllg(’ 01) ttl(’ W,lll 1)(’(011)(’+ Illot(” Illll)oll, llll

3 13PtWPf’11 /( ill S< ilrld /{ ill I l:, wv ,Issurnml t tlat t II(’ twupw{]t ure profile wit hIII t hc

heatw rctt~difls p,lrt~t)olic 1 Ills ,lssllllll)tloll Illlprovmi tllv prmftctions i]!+ (onlptirf’(l

with Iunlpml sysl(’n) prwll( tlotl~ Nvv(’rttlclr’\\, it IS still IIIm.t Itr,lt{’, CSINY i,llly foI

fi~st(’r tr(ll~slrtlt~

1’1
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Unfortunately. we could not quantify the errors associated with these assumptions because

surface temperature versus time and heat flux versus time data during lransient CHF expcrl

ments are not reported in the open Ilteratur(j

Finally, we analyzed the effect of random vapor mass behavior on tile transient CHF model.

Through this analysis, we obtained an envelope covering the possible values of transient C!-f F,

As shown in Figs 9 and 10, the range of this envelope is relatively small and it is in agreement

with the small data scatter observed during transient CHF experiments. Figures 9 and 1(1

were generated by assuming a parabolic temperature profile within the heater. Therefore.

the discrepancy for faster transients is expected. During slower transients, such statistical

analysis improved the agreement between the theory and the data. l-he small data scatter

also verifies the importance of the hydrodynamic thinning, without which the scatter would

have been much larger during fast transients.

Ii



APPENDIX A

BUBBLE HOVERING PERIOD IN SATURATED POOL BOILING

In this appendix. the equation .gIven by Haramura and Katto; 10 estimate the hovering

period is sumrrlarized. This equation is obtained by solving the equation of motion for an

idealized bubble. “’’2” Haramura and K~tto; formulated the hovering period in the following

form,

(.4 i)

where II, is the volumetric growth ratt of the vapor mass and { is the volumetric ratio of

the accompanying liquid to the moving vapor mass. The term ( is estimated theoretically as

11/16 by Haramura and Katto, T

The volumetric grow rate of the bubble is given by an energy balance as

(A 2)

where Al, is the heater area contributing to one vapor mass and equal to A;, for a flat plate

and nd~j, for a horizontal wire with a small diameter. The parameter A f), the unstable T~ylor

wavelength, is given by

1 -,12rl
A/, 2r\ :{ ‘

(!/(//j p,, ) ,

For cylindrical heaters of small diameter, Al, is modified

of the surface tension along tlw curvature and is given by

In th~ (,urrent study. ttw hovering period ;, I IS estimat~d at a

q in Eq (A 2) must h replaced by q( }41,SS,

APPENDIX B

(A 3)

to include the additional effet t

(.4 1)

stead ystate CHF level, Thus.

ZUBER CHF CORRELATION

T1’e WCII knowrl Zubcr corrnlatiorl is Rivcri hy
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Critical liquid-layer thickness determined by hydrodynamic instability (m)

Critical liquicf-layer thickness at steady -state CHF (m)

Prescribed function of pressure

Helmholtz unstable wavelet:qth (m)

Taylor unstable wavelength (m)

Modified Taylor unstable wavelength (m)

Volumetric ratio of the accompanying liquid to the moving
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Ratio of transient CHF to steady-state CHF (dimensionless)

Surface tension (N/m)
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